Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of robust beamforming for general-rank signal models with norm bounded uncertainties in the desired and received signal covariance matrices as well as positive semidefinite constraints on the covariance matrices. Two novel minimum variance robust beamformers are derived in closed-form. The first one basically is the closed-form version of an existing iterative algorithm, while the second one offers even better performance with respect to the first one. Both of them have the advantage of low complexity. The effectiveness and performance improvement of the proposed beamformers are verified by simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Beamforming has long been an active research topic due to its ability to preserve desired signal and null interference. It has been widely utilized in radar, sonar, microphone array, wireless communications, and other fields [1] . Ideally, the beamformer is designed based on the true array responses to the received signal or the corresponding perfect covariance matrices. In practice, such actual/perfect information is difficult to obtain and the presumed/estimated array responses or covariance matrices are generally used for beamformer design. Unfortunately, mismatch between the actual and presumed/estimated information exists due to limited training or time varying environment, causing substantial performance degradation of beamformers. Robust beamforming, which takes the uncertainties of covariance matrices into account, therefore is of great importance in practical systems and has attracted a lot of research interest recently [2] , [3] .
For the simple point source signal model (i.e., rank-one model), a number of robust beamformers have been proposed in the literature [1] . However, in practice, the signal is usually incoherently scattered, resulting in a general-rank signal model, which calls for more sophisticated beamforming algorithms. In [5] , a closed-form minimum variance (MV) robust beamformer was proposed for the general-rank signal model under norm bounded uncertainties in the desired signal and received signal covariance matrices. Unfortunately, in the formulation of [5] , the positive semidefinite (PSD) constraints on the covariance matrices are not considered, which might result in over conservative solutions [2] , [3] . Recently, with the additional PSD constraints considered, an iterative robust beamforming algorithm was proposed in [6] . While it provides better performance than the algorithm in [5] , it has rather high computational complexity since a standard semidefinite programming (SDP) problem must be solved at each iteration by interior-point methods, which at least have polynomial complexity [8] . In this paper, a general-rank signal model with uncertainties in the desired and received signal covariance matrices as well as the PSD constraints on the covariance matrices is considered. Two novel MV robust beamformers are derived in closed-form. The first one is a closed-form solution to the iterative beamforming algorithm in [6] , thus offering the same performance as the iterative algorithm but with a much lower complexity. The second one provides even better performance compared to the first one since fewer approximations are made in the derivation. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness and performance improvement of the proposed beamformers. Note that both of the proposed beamformers have the advantage of low complexity due to the simple closed-form solutions and thus are attractive in practical systems.
The following notations are used throughout this paper. Boldface lowercase letters denote vectors, while boldface uppercase letters denote matrices. The notation Z H denotes the Hermitian of the matrix Z, and Z 3 is the conjugate of the matrix Z. The symbol Tr(Z) denotes the trace of the matrix Z.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Sensor arrays are commonly used to detect signals and track targets.
The array snapshot vector at the sensor array, which consists of M sensors, can be expressed as
where s(k); i(k) and n(k) are the desired signal, interference and noise components, respectively. Symbol k is the time index. After narrowband beamforming, the output signal is ! ! ! H x(k) where 
where Rs = Efs(k)s H (k)g and R = Efx(k)x H (k)g are the desired signal covariance matrix and signal-interference-plus-noise (SINR) covariance matrix, respectively. Notice that if the source is an incoherently scattered source, the rank of the matrix Rs can be any integer between 1 and M. This is called the general rank signal model [1] , [5] - [7] . If R and R s are known exactly, the optimal solution can be shown to be [5] ! ! ! ideal = P fR 01 Rsg
where P (Z) represents the principle eigenvector of the matrix Z.
In practice, it is impossible to get the true values of R and Rs. They are usually replaced by their estimated values and subject to errors. Therefore, we can write
whereRs andR are the estimates of Rs and R, respectively [5] , [6] and 11 and 12 are the estimation errors of Rs and R, respectively. Substituting (4) and (5) into (2) and introducing norm bounds on 1 1 and 12 [5] , the optimization problem (2) 
When the last two PSD constraints are not considered, the worst case 1 1 and 1 2 occur on the boundaries of their respective uncertainty regions, and the closed-form solution was shown to be [5] :
When the PSD constraints are considered, the worst case 1 2 equals
, while the worst case 1 1 cannot be calculated using conventional Lagrangian algorithm. Recently, in [6] 
Problem P1 cannot be solved straightforwardly, because it is a nonconvex program. In [6] , based on Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
The optimization problem (10) still cannot be solved easily because the term 2 Tr(W) is nonconvex and the constraint rank(W) = 1 cannot be formulated as a linear matrix inequality (LMI). In [6] , to avoid these two nonconvex constraints, an iterative algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation has been proposed. More specifically, at the kth iteration of the algorithm, the nonconvex term 2 Tr(W) is replaced by the result of the previous iteration 2 Tr(W k01 ). At each iteration, the optimization problem becomes a standard SDP or LMI problem [8] 
The optimization problem (17) is in the same form as the optimization problem (2). Based on a similar proof to that in [5] , the solution is given by q opt k = P(R 01R s ) 
where 1 is all-one vector. The equality (21) is due to (18) and (19). The last equality is due to the property of Kronecker product [10] . From It is worth mentioning that in addition to being the closed-form solution for P2, (25) automatically satisfies the rank one constraint in (10), which cannot be guaranteed by the iterative algorithm of [6] . Furthermore, in contrast to the closed-form solution of beamformer (25), the iterative algorithm in [6] only offers a solution of W. After obtaining W,multiple Gaussian vectors with the covariance matrix W are generated and the one giving the largest signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) will be chosen [6] . This process incurs extra complexity with respect to the closed-solution (25).
It should be noticed that (25) is only the solution to P2, which is a relaxed version of P1 in (9) . In the following, we will propose an approximated closed-form solution for the optimization problem P1, which is closer to the original robust beamformer design problem under PSD constraints.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR P1
In P1, the worst case 1 can be obtained from the following mini- For convex optimization problems, KKT conditions are necessary and sufficient for the optimal solutions. Based on the first KKT condition, we have
The solution of (28) 
Based on the matrix inversion lemma, the previous equation can be rewritten as1
Substituting ( ) [4] . The diagonal loading parameter is = 30. The value " = 9Tr(Rs)=M is chosen as [5] and the value = 0:75 Tr(R s ) is chosen as [6] . In the simulations, an average of results from 500 trials is used to give each point in the figure. Fig. 1 compares the output SINR of the two proposed algorithms, the iterative algorithm [6] , the robust beamforming algorithm without PSD constraints [5] , and the optimal SINR which corresponds to the beamformer based on perfect covariance matrices. For the iterative algorithm [6] , 10 iterations are performed to design W, and at each iteration, the Matlab software toolbox CVX [11] is used to solve P2.
It can be seen that the proposed closed-form solution of P2 has similar performance to the iterative algorithm in [6] , since they are solving the same problem. Also they perform better than the algorithm without considering PSD constraints [5] . On the other hand, the proposed algorithm for P1 performs better than both closed-form and iterative solutions of P2, since P1 is closer to the original beamformer design problem. At SNR = 15 dB, the proposed algorithm for P1 has 1 dB higher SINR output than the solutions of P2.
Below, we compare the complexities of the two proposed algorithms to that of the iterative SDP algorithm in [6] . From (25) and (39), our two proposed algorithms need matrix inverse, matrix multiplication and eigendecomposition. For a M 2 M matrix, the complexities of these operations are all O(M 3 ), so the total complexity is also O(M 3 ).
For Chen's algorithm in [6] , it is an iterative algorithm and at each iteration, it involves solving a SDP problem. Primal-dual interior-point methods are usually used to solve SDP with the general complexity expression given in [9] . Applying the general expression to the problem in this paper. It can be shown that the complexity of Chen's algorithm is O(M 4:5 ln(1=)), where is precision. For example, when M = 20 and = 0:01,the reduction in complexities of the proposed algorithms, with respect to the iterative SDP in [6] , is over 300 times.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two novel algorithms were proposed for beamformer design under norm bounded uncertainties and PSD constraints on covariance matrices. The first one is the closed-form version of the iterative algorithm in [6] . The proposed closed-form solution basically has the same performance as the iterative algorithm but with a much lower complexity. The second algorithm proposed in this paper solves the beamformer design problem with fewer approximations, thus shows improved performance with respect to the first proposed algorithm.
